
Design of an Extended Architecture for Degraded Modesof Operation of IVHS 1John Lygeros, Datta N. Godbole, Mireille E. BrouckeDepartment of Electrical Engineering and Computer SciencesUniversity of California,Berkeley, CA 94720flygeros, godbole, mireg@robotics.eecs.berkeley.eduAbstractThis paper presents a hierarchical control architec-ture for dealing with faults and adverse environmen-tal conditions on an Automated Highway System(AHS). Our design builds on a previously developedcontrol architecture [1] for normal operating condi-tions. The faults considered in the extended archi-tecture are classi�ed by capabilities remaining on thevehicle or roadside after the fault has occurred. Theset of available capabilities is used by supervisors ineach of the layers of the hierarchy to select appropri-ate control strategies. We outline the control strate-gies needed by the supervisors and give examples oftheir detailed operation.1. IntroductionOne of the goals in California and the nation's IVHSe�ort is the design of an Automated Highway System(AHS) that can signi�cantly increase both safety andhighway capacity by adding intelligence to the vehi-cle and the roadside and without building new roads.Several approaches have been proposed, ranging fromAutonomous Intelligent Cruise Control (where thedriver is in control of vehicle steering) to full automa-tion. An underlying assumption in most of these de-signs has been that operation takes place under nor-mal conditions. The de�nition of \normal" may varyfrom case to case, but, in general, it means benignenvironmental conditions and faultless operation ofall the hardware, both on the vehicles and on theroadside. Some studies to deal with \abnormal" con-ditions have been made (for example [2, 3, 4]), butthey have been concerned with speci�c faults ratherthan a general framework. Our goal is to proposean AHS design that will perform safely under almostany condition with the exception of faults in the de-sign (e.g. a deadlock in the protocols) and faults inthe implementation of the software. Even with thisrestriction the task is large. The magnitude of the de-1Research supported by the PATH program, Institute ofTransportation Studies, University of California, Berkeley un-der MOU 135

sign problem leads to a hierarchical control structurewhich facilitates complexity management.The control hierarchy for normal operation outlinedin [1] is based on the idea of \platooning". A platoonis a group of tightly spaced vehicles with separationsof about 1 meter and with an inter-platoon distanceof the order of 30 meters. It has been shown thatplatooning results in a substantial increase in capac-ity and safety. However, platooning requires auto-matic control of vehicles, as human drivers are notfast or reliable enough to produce the kinds of in-puts necessary for maintaining a platoon. In the ar-chitecture outlined in [1] the controller is organizedin four layers. Starting from the top, The networklayer, is responsible for ow of tra�c on a highwaynetwork. Its objective is to prevent congestion andmaximize throughput by dynamic routing of tra�c.The link layer is responsible for maximizing ow ona section (link) ensuring that vehicles make their ex-its. It also manages incidents (reducing congestion)by commanding maneuvers, such as lane changes,to groups of vehicles [2]. The coordination layer,which resides in the vehicles, is responsible for coor-dinating the movement of platoons with their neigh-bors. The design of [5] uses protocols, in the formof �nite state machines, that systematically executemaneuvers such as merging two platoons, splitting aplatoon, and lane change. Finally, the regulationlayer receives the coordination layer commands andtranslates them to throttle, steering and braking in-puts for the actuators on the vehicle using a numberof continuous time feedback control laws.2. Architecture for degraded modes ofoperationIn designing the normal mode of operation it was as-sumed that the capabilities of all the vehicles and thefreeway are �xed and known a priori. The only in-formation the normal mode controller requires is thecurrent state of the system. Because of the hierar-chical structure the ow of the system state informa-tion is also arranged in a hierarchy; the higher levels



of the architecture receive more abstract informationthat the lower levels.In extending the hierarchy to deal with degradedmodes of operation we need to consider the additionalcomplications that arise from the fact that the systemcapabilities are not �xed. We partition the factorsthat a�ect the capability into two classes. The �rstclass contains all the faults that occur on the vehi-cle or the roadside. We assume these faults are in-stantaneous and irreversible, therefore changing sys-tem capabilities in a discrete event. The second classcontains factors that lead to gradual degradation ofperformance (for example adverse weather conditionssuch as rain or fog, brake wear etc). We will say thatfaults a�ect what functions the system can perform(quantitative capabilities), while gradual degradationfactors a�ect how well the system can perform thesefunctions (qualitative capabilities). Overall, an ex-tended architecture will need the following informa-tion: (1) current state, (2) quantitative capabilities,and (3) qualitative capabilities. Thus, three hierar-chical structures are needed to monitor the behaviorof the plant (Figure 1). The Sensor Structure car-ries the information about the current state of thesystem, the Quantitative Capability Structurecarries the information about what the plant is capa-ble of doing and theQualitativeCapability Struc-ture carries the information about how well it canperform. The loop is closed by the Control Struc-ture that will use all this information to produce con-trol inputs to the plant.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Supervision ProblemAt each level of the hierarchy performance criteria arede�ned to decide on optimal actions. These perfor-mance criteria reect capacity and safety maximiza-tion in the descriptive language of the layer in ques-tion. By design, the higher levels of the hierarchyhave access to information about a larger part of thesystem. Therefore they are better suited to controlcapacity. Lower levels have access to more detailed

information and are better suited to control safety.2.1. Quantitative Capability StructureThe control scheme for normal operating conditionspresented in [1] relies on a number of sensors, actua-tors and communication devices, both on the vehiclesand on the roadside. All this additional hardware aswell as the standard mechanical parts of the vehicleare prone to failure. Such a failure, in either the ve-hicle or the infrastructure, will directly inuence thecapabilities of the system as a whole and therefore re-strict the controls that the supervisor can implement.To monitor the capability of the system we propose adesign based on a hierarchy of predicates. Each pred-icate will monitor one capability and will return a 1(True) if the system possesses the capability in ques-tion or a 0 (False) otherwise. The values returnedby the higher level predicates will depend on the val-ues of the lower level predicates. This scheme canbe used to systematically go through combinations offaults and design specialized control laws that utilizethe remaining capabilities so that the impact of thefaults on the system is minimized in each case.Physical layer predicates. The resources of thephysical layer include sensors, actuators and commu-nication devices. If the supervisor requires na actu-ators, ns sensors and nc communication devices, thequantitative capability of the physical layer can beexpressed as a vector of zeros and ones of dimensionns+na+nc. This vector reects which resources arefunctioning and which are not.Regulation layer predicates. The quantitative ca-pabilities of the regulation layer can be encoded bya vector of zeros and ones, of dimension equal to thenumber of control laws available to the layer. If thereare nlong longitudinal laws and nlat lateral laws thisvector will be of dimension nlong+nlat. Each law uti-lizes a set of physical layer resources. In order for theregulation layer controller to be functional all of itsresources must be available. This implies a mappingfrom the vector coding the capabilities of the physi-cal layer to the vector coding the capabilities of theregulation layer:FR : f0; 1gns+na+nc �! f0; 1gnlong+nlatFigure 2 shows a possible mapping.Regulation layer supervisor predicates. Theregulation layer control laws represent resources usedby the coordination layer to execute maneuvers (suchas merging and splitting platoons and changinglanes). In order for the coordination layer to be ableto invoke certain maneuvers, the relevant control lawsshould be operational. Formally, let nman denote thenumber of maneuvers that may be requested by thecoordination layer. Then the capability vector is avector of zeros and ones of dimension nman. The
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ADJACENT LANEFigure 3: Regulation layer supervisor capabilitiesdesign of the supervisor induces a mapping betweenthe capability vectors of the regulation layer and itssupervisor.FI : f0; 1gnlong+nlat �! f0; 1gnmanFor the normal maneuvers presented in [5], the mapFI can be seen in Figure 3.Coordination layer supervisor predicates. Thecoordination layer of [5] requires a vehicle to be ableto perform certain maneuvers and this capability isencoded in the regulation layer supervisor capabilityvector. In addition to execute the protocols that or-ganize the maneuvers, the coordination layer needsaccess to communication capabilities. Formally, ifthe number of coordination strategies is ncoord, thecapability vector for the coordination layer induces amapping:FC : f0; 1gnman�f0; 1gnc�f0; 1gN�nman �! f0; 1gncoordHere N stands for the maximumnumber of neighbor-ing vehicles that need to cooperate in a maneuver.Link layer supervisor predicates A highway linkis partitioned into sections one lane wide and typically2km long, entrances and exits. Within a section thelink requires information about four possible events:

section not blocked, section contains vehicles, sectioncontains no vehicles queued behind an accident andsection contains no emergency vehicles. These canbe modeled as a vector of capabilities of dimensionnsec for each section. Let nI denote the number ofthe relevant infrastructure faults and Ni the numberof platoons in section i. Then for each section, eachentrance and each exit contained in the link we cande�ne maps:Fsi : f0; 1gNincoord � f0; 1gnI �! f0; 1gnsecFenj : f0; 1gNjncoord � f0; 1gnI �! f0; 1gnsecFexk : f0; 1gNkncoord � f0; 1gnI �! f0; 1gnsecwhere i; j; k range over the number of sections, en-trances and exits contained in the given link.2.2. Qualitative Capability StructureThe qualitative capability of the system is related tothe system robustness. Gradual performance degra-dation can be caused by factors including adverseweather conditions such as rain, fog or snow and grad-ual hardware degradation such as brake wear. Qual-itative capability parameters de�ne the range of nor-mal operation for each layer; for example, the maxi-mum and minimum deceleration (physical layer) orthe maximum tracking error of a controller (regu-lation layer). The qualitative performance require-ments de�ne the acceptable bounds on the capabilityparameters. Formally, if we denote the set of causesof performance degradation by C = fCi=i = 1; : : : ; cgand the set of qualitative capability parameters byP, then the task of robustness analysis involves de-termining a map f : C �! P. The performance re-quirements can then be thought of as predicates onthe values of the capability parameters:Ri : P �! fTrue; Falseg i = 1; : : : ; rThe range of conditions Ĉ for which the performanceof the system is acceptable is given by the relation:Ĉ = r\i=1 f�1(R�1i (True)) � CEnhancing the robustness of the system, so that re-quirements of the control laws are met by the capa-bility parameters, involves enlarging Ĉ which may beachieved by on-line tuning of the controllers. If thedesired P cannot be achieved by tuning, the corre-sponding predicate is set to zero and the supervisorselects another control law (see Figure 4).2.3. Classi�cation of faults by capabilityA comprehensive list of faults pertaining to vehicle aswell as infrastructure failures can be found in [6]. Tosimplify the task of designing degraded modes, thefaults were grouped in six classes according to the
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iFigure 4: Introduction of robustness predicatescapabilities remaining to the vehicle/system after thefault has occurred.Vehicle stopped/must stop: The vehicle can notcontinue moving on the AHS safely and has either al-ready come to a stop or it should be commanded todo so and wait to be towed away.Vehicle needs assistance to get out: The vehiclemay continue but has lost some essential capabilityand it must therefore exit the AHS as soon as possi-ble. Moreover, it needs the assistance of its neighborsand/or the infrastructure.Vehicle needs no assistance to get out: The ve-hicle is fully functional but should leave the systemsoon to avoid further problems and hazards (in casea second fault occurs for example).Vehicle need not get out: This class contains mi-nor faults that require no special action but shouldnonetheless be recorded and the driver should be no-ti�ed in case he needs to alter the travel plan.Infrastructure Failures: This class includes allfaults that induce a reduction in the capability of theinfrastructure. They usually lead to severe degrada-tion in performance. Some of them can be handledby the normal mode controllers of the link and net-work layers, but some may need drastic changes inthe operation of the system.Driver/Computer Interaction Down: Problemsin this class mainly occur during the entry and exit tothe system. We assume that once on the freeway, thedriver may not interfere with the system operationand therefore can not induce any special faults.3. Control strategiesBased on the available capabilities of the system, thesupervisor selects control strategies in order to re-spond to the fault. We discuss new control strategiesneeded to deal with the possible values of capabilityvectors within each fault class and for each layer.3.1. Link layer designThe link layer controller for the extended architec-ture consists of two layers, a supervisor and a reg-

ulator. The supervisor takes as input the capabili-ties identi�ed with each section. When a capabilitypredicate of a section changes the supervisor issues asequence of control commands in the form of desireddensity and velocity pro�les. The control objectivesfor the link layer during degraded modes include (1)incident avoidance, (2) emergency vehicle access, (3)congestion dissipation, and (4) create gap. Combi-nations of control objectives can be present at thesame time within a link (due to multiple faults forexample). They will be combined into a single com-mand for the link layer regulator using a desired den-sity/velocity pro�le generator of the link supervisor.The pro�le generator produces a pro�le of aggregatevelocity and density which achieves the control ob-jectives of the extended architecture, while also max-imizing capacity and ensuring that all vehicles maketheir exits. The regulator uses the pro�les to gener-ate commands for the individual platoons in the link.These commands (which include desired velocity andlane changes) are such that the tra�c in the link con-verges to the velocity/density pro�les.3.2. Coordination layer designAnalogous to the link layer, the coordination layerconsists of a two level control structure. The coordi-nation supervisor is the strategic planning level. Itdetermines sequence of maneuvers that a vehicle car-ries out. The lower level contains protocols for coor-dination of individual maneuvers with the neighbors.We call this level the coordination layer maneuverlevel. The normal mode coordination layer is struc-tured in a similar way. New strategies are added bothto the coordination supervisor and to the coordina-tion maneuver level in order to extend the coordina-tion layer control design for faulted conditions.For faults in the class \vehicle stopped/must stop" atwo step strategy is employed. In the �rst step a strat-egy for stopping the vehicle is chosen while the secondstep determines what needs to be done once the ve-hicle is stopped. If the vehicle is stopped before thefault is detected only the second step is relevant. Thestrategy employed for the �rst step depends on whichsubclass the fault belongs to. If the faulty vehicle haslost its braking capability, then it uses Aided Stopstrategy in which the vehicle in front of the faulty carapplies gentle braking to bring both the vehicles tostop. If the faulty vehicle is a leader, then it executesa Front Dock maneuver to become a follower. Forother subclasses, the faulty vehicle employs either aGentle Stop, or a Crash Stop strategy. The namessuggest severity of braking employed to bring the ve-hicle to a stop. Once the vehicle comes to rest, thelink layer employs strategies to ease congestion, di-vert tra�c away from the incident, assist emergencyvehicles and get the queued vehicles out. We havealso designed maneuvers for the vehicles stopped in



the queue to backup and then catch up with the ad-jacent lane tra�c so as to move out.For faults in the class \vehicle needs assistance to getout" a strategy called Take Immediate Exit is exe-cuted by the coordination layer. The strategy con-sists of up to two forced split maneuvers to becomea free agent. The free agent then executes a numberof emergency lane change maneuvers until it reachesthe rightmost automated lane from where it takes thenext exit. This strategy is used by all subclasses ex-cept in cases where the vehicle capabilities limit itsuse. In particular, if the vehicle can not sense distantobjects (needed for leader operation), Take Immedi-ate Exit - Escorted is used. In this case, the faultyvehicle leaves the system as part of a two vehicle pla-toon in which the faulty vehicle is the follower. Thisrequires a front dock maneuver if the faulty vehicleis a leader of a platoon to start with. The leader ofthis platoon (called the escorting vehicle) now exe-cutes a TIE strategy to drop o� the faulty vehicle atthe nearest exit. Note that the link layer need not beinvolved for faults in this class. Finally, for faults inthe class \Vehicle needs no assistance to get out" acontrol strategy called Take Immediate Exit - Normalis chosen by the coordination layer supervisor.To implement above control strategies the coordina-tion layer supervisor makes use of the normal modemaneuvers along with the following new maneuvers;Forced Split , Emergency Lane Change and FrontDock . In Front Dock , the last vehicle of the precedingplatoon decelerates to join the faulty vehicle platoonas a leader. Thus it can be considered as a reciprocalof the normalmodemerge maneuver. The maneuversForced Split and Emergency Lane Change are varia-tions of the normal mode maneuvers split and lanechange. Due to space limitations, we do not describethese maneuvers and strategies in detail. (c.f. [7])3.3. Regulation layer control lawsMost of the coordination layer maneuvers describedabove can be performed by tuning the regulation layerfeedback control laws designed for normal mode ma-neuvers. A few maneuvers such as front dock and pla-toon lane change (needed for TIE-E and queue man-agement) need special control laws to be designed.We also need backward looking longitudinal distanceand rate sensors on all vehicles.4. Conclusions and Future WorkIn this paper, we presented a framework for designingcontrol laws for an AHS system that will be capableof operating in the presence of faults and adverse en-vironmental conditions. We illustrated that the con-trol structure used under normal operating conditionsis insu�cient for degraded modes of operation. Thereason is that the normal mode a priori assumes �xed
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